Sky’s Steps to Figuring Out 3bet Calling and 4betting Ranges

Before assigning logical 3bet calling and 4betting ranges to our opponents, we must consider three specific HUD stats that will give us insight into how our opponent plays 3bet pots.

**PRE-FLOP RAISE (PFR)**
- This stat is especially helpful by position
- Allows you to assign an accurate pre-flop opening range

**FOLD TO 3BET**
- This is the % of their opening range that they give up with
- A Fold to 3bet of 80% means they continue with 20% of their range

**4BET**
- How often they reraise your 3bet with their opening range
- 4bet of 5% of a 200 combo opening range means they 4bet 10 hands

**COMBINE ALL THREE - FORMULA**
- The # of hands they call with = (# of opening hands) - (# of folding hands) - (# of 4bet hands)

**THE THREE QUESTIONS**

As you work through Flopzilla, answer these 3 questions to nail down their ranges:

1. **What’s his opening range?** Using Flopzilla, assign an accurate pre-flop opening range based on his PFR by position and what you know of the opponent.

2. **What are the hands he 4bets with?** Using the 4bet # you calculated above, assign hands that he always 4bets with. **This is his 4betting range.** Now, remove this from his opening range.

3. **What hands does he fold to the 3bet?** Now that his 4bet range is removed, start to remove the weakest hands that he’ll fold to your 3bet until you get to the number of hands he calls with that you calculated above. **This is his 3bet calling range.**